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Guidecraft kitchen helper contemporary

Create a safe and fun environment for little ones and young children who want to help in the kitchen with the Guidecraft Kitchen Helper stool. Available in several great styles, the Kitchen Helper step stool is lightweight and easy to move, fold, and store. The Kitchen Helper stool safely raises the little ones to the work top. It easily adapts to two platform heights. Platform heights: 15
and 18. It features a slat design for more modern integration into your kitchen. Minor mounting is required. It safely supports up to 125 lbs. Size: 20L x 21W x 37H. UNIQUE FOLDING CONSTRUCTION: This lightweight and adjustable stool for children aged 2 and up is uniquely foldable for convenient storage. Available in 3 styles and a range of colors. SAFE: Designed and tested
to exceed children's safety standards. Non-slip mat and Kitchen Helper Keeper included for an extra layer of safety. GROW UP WITH YOUR CHILD: Adjust the platform to 15 or 18 to keep the stool at the perfect height for your growing child. Assembled size: 20L x 21W x 37H. MADE TO LAST: This durable stool is made from a combination of solid wood and birch plywood with a
non-toxic, child-friendly finish that prevents scratches and scratch marks. It safely supports 125 lbs TOGETHER WITH CONFIDENCE: Children can stand up to the ceiling themselves, enjoying every moment of family union. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Adjust the platform to 14 or 17 to keep your Kitchen Helper stool at the perfect height for your growing kids. FOLDING AND
ROBUST WOOD CONSTRUCTION: Created by Guidecraft, a quality children's furniture company for over 50 years, the Kitchen Helper folding stool is made from solid woods. Each piece is smoothly smoothed before assembly and coated with a non-toxic finish that prevents scratches and scratch marks. To clean the Kitchen Helper stool, simply wipe it with a damp cloth.
ENCOURAGE FAMILY UNION IN THE KITCHEN: There's no better way to spend time with your kids than to include them in the kitchen. Encourage the independence of childhood while children live up to the work top to watch you cook or help prepare meals. When your kids don't want to put away their Kitchen Helper stool, it's also perfect for messy scientific experiments, crafts,
and other projects you can do together. SAFE, SAFE AND EASY TO ASSEMBLE: The Kitchen Helper stool meets or exceeds several safety standards, including EN – 71 for mechanical, physical and flammable properties and the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM F963-17). Each Kitchen Helper stool is tested to support up to 175 pounds. Just stick your wooden
feet and you're ready to go! Size 20L x 24W x 37H. ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: Comes with a non-slip non-slip to keep your toes safe! Kitchen Helper Keeper is an extra layer of security for smaller Kitchen Helper users and is included in every Kitchen Helper Double stool! The Guardian is designed only for use with tots that need to use the highest platform setting. Create a safe
and fun environment for little ones and young children who want to help in the kitchen with the Guidecraft Kitchen Helper stool. Available in several great styles, the Kitchen Helper step stool is lightweight and easy to move, fold, and store. The Kitchen Helper stool safely raises the little ones to the work top. It comes with washable, non-slip mat. Platform heights: 15 and 18. It
features a slat design for more modern integration into your kitchen. Minor mounting is required. Includes Kitchen Helper Keeper. It safely supports up to 175 pounds. Size: 20L x 24W x 37H. 37H.
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